
1  The other three key naval bases were Yokosuka, Sasebo and Maizuru.

2  Monpe trousers were made of cotton and worn as working gear in the
fields. Women were probably instructed to wear trousers in order to
protect their chastity.

3 National Archives of Australia (A5954/1).

4 Australian War Memorial (130/31 [52a]).

5 The Australian War Memorial photographic database contains a
photograph of five women who were found to have VD during a periodic
medical examination of female employees.

6 The wages for the Japanese workers who were working for BCOF were
paid by the Japanese Government.

7 This was an overwhelming sentiment among a group of Japanese men
who were ex-BCOF employees when they gathered in January 1994 in
Kure for me and discussed their experiences in the camp.

8 According to the Japanese national census in 1947, the number of men
between 20 and 29 years old was 5.77 million, while the number of
women of the same age group was 6.78 million. Thus, there was a
difference of one million. Mrs Teruko Blair remembers that people used to
describe the situation in an expression, “A truck-full of women for one
young man” (personal communication).

9 Interviews conducted by the author with the Japanese ex-employees of
BCOF at Kure in January 1994.

10 BCOF Bound, p.10.

11 Australian War Memorial (114/423/10/17).
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12 There is no detailed record of how many Japanese women married
Australians and migrated to Australia. However, according to Kure City
Office records, there were 650 Australian–Japanese couples. Some
marriages occurred in Tokyo where BCOF also had a small base. Out of
those couples, not all of them moved to Australia. Some stayed in Japan
and some others went to Britain. Thus, the number 650 seems to be the
most accurate estimate for the number of Japanese war brides who
moved to Australia.

13 Mr Robert Wollard was interviewed by the author on 15 September
1997 in Canberra.

14 Ms Yone Itoh, social worker who worked for the International Social
Service in the 1950s and 1960s in Kure, was interviewed by the author
in 1994 and 1995 in Tokyo. She put her effort into establishing welfare
and scholarship funds for the mixed-blood children who had financial
problems. With substantial assistance from the Ferguson Fund which was
established in 1964 in Australia, the service assisted many children to
continue their education and establish their careers.

15 On the history of Japanese migration to Australia, see Hunt, 1986;
Nagata, 1996; Sissons, 1972, 1977a, 1977b, 1988.

16  On Japanese internment in Australia, see Bevege, 1993; Nagata, 1987,
1989, 1990, 1996; Zainu’ddin, 1985.

17 W.D. Borrie’s figure quoted in Lack and Templeton, 1995: 44.

18 Australian Consulate General, Geneva, “Report on Minorities Article,
6 May 1953”, quoted in Ann-Mari Jordens, 1995: 9–10.

19 Quoted in Lack and Templeton, 1995: 14.

20 Pickled cucumber with ochazuke is a dish many Japanese enjoy after
eating rich food.

21 Shufu no tomo is a Japanese journal started as a monthly magazine for
housewives in 1927 and became the top-selling magazine in three years.
Before the war, monthly sales of Shufu no tomo reached 1.6 million.
The magazine has continued its publication up to the present.

22 So–ka Gakkai which was founded in 1930 is the largest new religion
in Japan. It is an independent lay organisation of the Buddhist sect
Nichiren Sho–shu–. Its chief temple is Taisekiji, in Shizuoka Prefecture.
The number of followers counts 17 million in Japan (1985) and
1.26 million overseas (1989).

23 These sentences were from Michi’s essay which was circulated among
her family privately around 1990.

24 The current (2000) exchange rate is about 66 yen to a dollar. In 1996,
the Australian dollar went as low as 60 yen to a dollar.
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25 An inquest was held into his death, but nothing became clearer for
Michi. She did not talk about this issue much.

26 Condolence money at the funeral is called ko–den in Japanese and it is
customary to give some money as respect for the dead.

27 When I interviewed Michi in 1995, she was wondering whether she
should let Gus return to her or not after he begged to be forgiven.
I understood they occasionally saw each other without the children’s
knowledge.

28 There were several American novels and films which depicted
relationships between Japanese women and American men and some
of them were popular in the 1950s in the United States as well as in
Australia. A film titled Japanese War Bride was made in 1952 in
America. James Michener’s novel Sayonara was a bestseller and made
into a film in 1957. Similarly, a 1956 film which was based on Vern
Sneider’s novel The Teahouse of the August Moon attracted an audience.
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